
TOP 6 MUST HAVE BEAUTY PRODUCTS FOR A PERFECT 

MAKEOVER 

When we talk about makeup, we always wonder that its going to cost us 

much more than what we expect it to be. But the answer is no, because if 

you choose the right product it’s going to cost you less than spending 

money selecting and purchasing hundreds of different makeup items 

individually with a vague mind.  

Here are the six must have makeup products that every woman should 

possess for that perfect flawless makeup look.  

1. Foundation base: 

The base must be selected in accordance to your skin tone and 

skin type. If you have a medium to oily skin type Loreal Paris 

Infallible foundation is the best to go with, meanwhile 

Maybelline Fit me foundation and Maybelline 24 hours super 

stay foundation works best for dry skin to combination skin 

type. Serum foundations works best for dry skin types.  

 

2. The go to mascara and eyeliner: 

When it comes to formal or casual events, an eyeliner and 

mascara works the best to pop up the whole look. The right 

choice of both products will enhance the makeup look the most. 

If you’re a beginner go with a pencil liner to get those perfect 

lines, however gel and liquid eyeliners goes the best with pro 

makeup appliers. Some of the best eyeliners are NYX makeup 

brands, Maybelline and of urban decay. On the other side 

mascaras make the appearance of eyes even more beautiful, 

brands like Maybelline, too faced, benefit cosmetics have got 

some of the best-selling mascaras worldwide.  

 

3. Selecting the right shade lip color: 



When it comes to lip shades, we got plenty of them available in 

the market, all with different shades and textures some are matt 

some are glossy etc. it gets confusing where to get the right 

shade from. So, it is much convenient to get yourself a lip shade 

palette to save your time and energy thinking over buying 

hundreds of lip shades individually. Just get yourself a single 

palette then mix and match it with the style you have got.  Some 

of the trendiest lip palettes are of MAC cosmetics, Maybelline, 

MAKEUP BY MARIO, NARS etc. The shades and hues of red 

and the nude goes best for any event. 

 

4. The bronzer:  

Believe it or not, bronzer is a savior when it comes to do a 

perfect makeup look. it can be used for contouring the areas of 

your face as well as to give a flashy on your cheeks. A glittery 

bronzer works best for formal events whereas a matt goes best 

as a contour. It provides that glow touch to the skin making the 

face look brighter and fresher. Bronzer is important to give a 

natural touch to the skin to avoid cakey look if caused by 

foundation. The right quantity of bronzer will do magic on the 

face. Cream bronzers are good for dry skins meanwhile 

powdered ones goes best with oily skin types. Some of the best 

bronzer producing brands are Too faced, Tarte, Nars etc.  

 

5. Eyeshade palette:  

In a huge market, where many people get a variety of products 

to select from lies confusion. Confusion what to purchase and 

why? For a must have makeup look, a nude eyeshadow palette 

goes along well. Huda beauty nude eyeshadow palette, Dior, 

Naked, Urban decay palettes are the mostly preferred by 

beauticians and makeup bloggers to create perfect eyes.  

 



6. Makeup fixing products: 

Whenever you finish your whole makeup, you’d always wish 

for the makeup to stay for as long as it can. To fix the makeup 

look many fixers are available, from fixing powders to fixing 

sprays all do the same work. They keep the makeup from 

getting off. But it is very hard to select for your skin type either 

a powder or a spray. So, simply if you want a heavy matt look 

go for a powdered fixer or a translucent powder and if u want to 

keep it lighter or your someone with a dry skin type then a 

makeup spray would go best for it. Brands like Maybelline, 

MAC, loreal have some of the widely ranked fixers available.  

 

These mentioned beauty products are a must have for any girl or 

women who is stepping into the world of makeup zone but by 

making the right choices.  

 

 


